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Introduction

Since the first paper from 1978, describing the use of antisense

oligonucleotides (AON-s), which inhibit the gene expression in the

translation phase, considerable attention has been focused on this research

area. Chimeric oligonucleotides have had an immense interest on this field

in the past decade. The combination of sugar-phosphate and modified

backbones in one oligomer, results in chimeric oligonucleotides. Chimeras

show improved biophysical and biochemical properties compared to the

natural or completely modified analogues, so their future use as antisense

chemotherapeutics is promising.

Most of the AON-s, which are under clinical trials at present, are

either pure phosphorothioates (PS) or phosphorotioate-phosphodiester (PS-

PO) chimeras. These compounds are mainly potential antiviral or

anticancer drugs. Our goal was to synthesize chimeras, that consist of a

phosphorothioate AON and different number of FdU units attached by PO

bond to the 3’-terminus, and to study their antiproliferative effect. In tumor

cells, the AON part of these chimeras may act as an antisense

chemotherapeutic. At the same time, the oligo-FdU part may work as a

conventional drug since FdUMP liberated enzymatically may inhibit

thymidylate synthase. In order to study the 3’-exonuclease stability of

various 3’-terminal units, P1-thio-P2-oxo trideoxynucleosides as model

compounds were synthesized and hydrolysed by snake venom

phosphodiesterase.

Peptide nucleic acids (PNA-s), in which the entire sugar-phosphate

backbone of the natural nucleic acids is replaced by an N-(2-

aminoethyl)glycine polyamide structure, fulfil the most essential two

requirements of ideal AON-s: they have very high binding-affinity to
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oligonucleotides and the amide bonds of PNA chain are completely

resistant to both nucleases and proteases. However, pure PNA-s have some

disadvantageous biological properties, too. Use of PNA-DNA chimeras

may partly eliminate these bad properties. The DNA part guarantees the

formation of exclusively antiparallel oriented complexes, the improved

water solubility, better cellular uptake and RNase H inducing ability. In this

work PNA-DNA chimeras were prepared using dimer synthons consisting

of 5’- PNA and 3’- DNA monomeric units. The PNA bases were thymine,

5-propynyl-uracil or 5-(1-hexyn-1-il)-uracil, while the DNA base was

thymine. The investigation of base-modified analogues was inspired by

earlier studies on base-modified oligodeoxinucleotides. These studies

indicated, that the increased vertical interaction (stacking) between the

neighbouring bases, caused by the 5-alkynyl substitution of pyrimidine

bases, resulted in a significant duplex stabilization. In addition to the

mentioned homo-thymidine analogues, a dimer synthon, in which the PNA

base was thymine and the DNA base was adenine, was also prepared. By

incorporation of this synthon into (TdA)10 investigation of the absolute and

relative thermal stabilities of self-complementary PNA-DNA chimeras

became possible.

Experimental methods

The trideoxynucleotides were synthesized in solution according to H-

phosphonate chemistry, or on solid phase according to the phosphoramidite

protocol. On solid phase, the trimers and longer oligomers were prepared

on CPG (controlled pore glass) solid support, according to the standard

phosphoramidite DNA synthesis protocol with a MilliGen/Biosearch 8700

DNA synthesizer. The progress of solution phase reactions was followed
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by TLC. These crude products were purified by ion-exchange or silica gel

column chromatography. The purity of oligomer products was checked by

analytical RP-HPLC, then they were purified by semi-preparative RP-

HPLC. Structural identification of new compounds was done by IR, 1H-

NMR and 31P-NMR spectroscopies as well as ESI mass spectrometry. The

enzymatic hydrolyses were followed by RP- and IE-HPLC. The stability of

oligonucleotide duplexes was determined by measuring the dependence of

UV absorbance on temperature.

New scientific results

I. P-thio-P-oxo (PS-PO) chimeric oligonucleotides as potential

prodrugs

I. 1. Model trideoxynucleotides (GPSCPOAZT (1), GPSCPOT (2) and

TPSAPOAZT (3)) were prepared according to the H-phosphonate method in

solution. Model compounds (GPSCPOFdU (4), TPSAPOFdU (5) and TPSAPOT

(6)) were synthesized on solid phase applying the phosphoramidite

protocol. Hydrolyses by snake venom phosphodiesterase (SV PDE) showed

that all the six chimeric trimers were substrates of the enzyme. Selective

cleavage of the phosphodiester bonds was observed under the applied

conditions in each case. Within both series (GPSCPOX and TPSAPOX, where

X=AZT (1, 3), FdU (4, 5) or T (2, 6)), compounds having a 3’-T residue

were hydrolysed by the relatively highest speed. The base substitution

(replacement of C5-Me with C5-F) and especially the sugar substitution

(replacement of 3’-OH with 3’-N3) increased the enzymatic stability.

Besides the 3’-terminal units, the rate of enzymatic hydrolyses depended on

the neighbouring nucleoside as well. The rate differences were more
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significant for the TPSAPOX series (3, 5, 6) than for the GPSCPOX series (1,

4, 2). The enzymatic stability of compounds were 2-5 times higher when

the middle nucleoside was 2’-deoxyadenosine (3, 5, 6) compared to the

analogues (1, 4, 2) when it was 2’-deoxycytidine.

I. 2. In order to study the applicability of our model a 18-mer

thiophosphate AON (7) and its three chimeras (8, 9, 10), containing 1, 3 or

6 FdU units connected with phosphodiester bonds, were synthesized on

solid phase using phosphoramidite protocol (see the following table).

Number Sequence (5’-3’)

7. CPSTPSGPSGPSGPSCPSAPSGPSAPSTPSTPSCPSCPSAPSAPSAPSCPSC

8. CPSTPSGPSGPSGPSCPSAPSGPSAPSTPSTPSCPSCPSAPSAPSAPSCPSCPOFdU

9. CPSTPSGPSGPSGPSCPSAPSGPSAPSTPSTPSCPSCPSAPSAPSAPSCPSC(POFdU)3

10. CPSTPSGPSGPSGPSCPSAPSGPSAPSTPSTPSCPSCPSAPSAPSAPSCPSC(POFdU)6

The sequence of AON (7) was complementary to an accessible sequence of

MMP-9 matrix metalloprotease enzyme coding mRNA. According to

earlier observations strong correlation appears to exist between the activity

of human collagenase IV and the metastatic potential of tumor cells.

Therefore the effect of antisense oligonucleotides on the cell proliferation,

by blocking of the targeted mRNA sequence was investigated as well.

Although the thiophosphate AON (7) selectively and efficiently inhibited

the biosynthesis of MMP-9 isoenzyme of human collagenase IV, it did not

have any antiproliferative activity in HT 1080 human fibrosarcoma cell

culture. At same time, the PS-PO chimeras (8, 9, 10) effectively inhibited

the cell proliferation already in one order magnitude lower concentration

than FdU, but the relative efficiencies did not show correlation with the
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number of FdU units. Although the lowest IC50 value was found for the

chimera 10 having six FdU units, but the chimera 9 showed the highest

relative efficiency.

II. Synthesis, thermal and enzymatic stabilities of PNA-DNA chimeras

II. 1. In order to study the biophysical and biochemical properties of PNA-

DNA chimeras four PNA-DNA dimer synthons (oeg_tNHT (11), oeg_upNHT

(12), oeg_uhNHT (13), oeg_tNHdA (14)) were prepared in solution (figure

1.). First, we prepared the 5-propynyl- and 5-(1-hexyn-1-yl) uracils via Pd-

catalysed coupling of 5-iodo-uracil with propyne or 1-hexyne, respectively.

Carboxymethylation of alkynyl-uracils or thymine with bromoacetic acid

resulted in the required N1-carboxymethyl-5-substituted-uracils. These

base-acetic acid derivatives were coupled to N-(2-hydroxyethyl)glycine

tert-butyl ester to give the required N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N-[(5-substituted-

pyrimidin-1-yl)acetyl]glycine tert-butyl esters. The coupled products were

first dimethoxytritylated. Basic hydrolysis then acidification of the crude

esters gave the required DMT-protected PNS units as free acids. Due to

different conditions of the solid-phase PNA and DNA syntheses direct

incorporation of our PNA monomers into DNA would be very difficult

using a simple, non-extended DNA synthesizer. In order to avoid these

difficulties we performed the amide bonds between the modified PNA and

DNA units in solution phase. The coupling of the DMT-protected oeg_t,

oeg_up or oeg_uh PNS units with 5’-amino-5’-deoxythymidine and

condensation of the DMT-protected oeg_t PNS unit with 5’-amino-N6-

benzoil-3’-t.butyldimethylsilyl-2’, 5’-dideoxyadenosine in the presence of

TBTU as activating agent (in the case of the dA derivative after the
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desilylation) resulted in the 3’-free chimeric dimer synthons in DMT-

protected form in each case.

      B = thymine

11. R = Me

12. R = 1-propynyl

13. R = 1-hexyn-1-yl

      B = adenine

14. R = Me

Figure 1. PNA-DNA dimer synthons (oeg_tNHT (11), oeg_upNHT (12),

oeg_uhNHT (13), oeg_tNHdA (14))

The 3’-free OH-s of nucleoside moieties were then phosphitylated or

succinylated to give the corresponding reactive derivatives. They were

incorporated into either terminal or internal positions according to the

standard phosphoramidite DNA synthesis protocol. By incorporation of

oeg_tNHT and 5-alkynyl-uracil containing PNS derivatives T12- and T20-, by

incorporation of the oeg_tNHdA dimer alternating (TdA)10- analogues were

prepared.

II. 2. Incorporation of dimer synthons led to drop of Tm values relative to

those of the reference T20:dA20 or (TdA)10 duplexes but the degree of Tm

drops strongly depended on the number and position of dimers

incorporated.

We found that, placing of one oeg_tNHT dimer unit (11) in the middle

of T20 caused significant drop of Tm value relative to that of the reference

T20:dA20 duplex, while one oeg_upNHT dimer unit (12) in the same position
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led to a smaller drop. The same substitutions at the 3’-end have less

pronounced effects. The smallest Tm-drop was found again for the

propynyl-substituted analogue. Of the chimeras, containing five

consecutive dimer blocks at the 5’-terminus of T20, also the analogue with

oeg_upNHT units formed the most stable duplex with dA20. Consequently,

the methyl → propynyl exchange in the uracil PNA moiety always led to

noticeable duplex stabilization irrespective of the place of incorporation.

Incorporation of dimers containing 5-hexynyl-uracil PNA unit (13) led to

only a small increase of Tm relative to the thymine containing counterparts.

It is due to the long side chain which protrudes into the major groove and

disrupts the water-structure around the phosphate moiety. Thus the duplex

stabilizing effect of triple bond and destabilizing effect of the hydrophobic

interaction previously mentioned still gave little positive ∆Tm values

compared to Tm-s of the oeg_tNHT containing counterparts.

Surprisingly, when two oeg_tNHdA blocks were positioned in the

middle of (TdA)10 it resulted in smaller Tm drop than similar positioning of

only one oeg_tNHT unit in T20 caused. It can be explained by the different

duplex structures since (TdA)10-analogues are equilibrium mixtures of

inter- and intramolecular duplexes and in the latter case the two middle

dimers form a loop so they cannot involve in duplex formation.

II. 3. Incorporation of dimer blocks increased the stability against

exonucleases in each case. The 5’-modified analogues were found to be

much less resistant to the hydrolysis by 5’-exonuclease (BS PDE) than the

3’-modified derivatives to the 3’-exonuclease (SV PDE). It may be

explained by the higher endonuclease activity of BS PDE. The resistance to

both nucleases increased with the longer 5-side chain of pyrimidine base in

the PNA moiety since bulky substituents may have inhibited the substrate
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binding to the enzymes. HPLC profiles of the hydrolysis mixtures of

chimeras containing increasing number of oeg_tNHT dimer synthons (n = 1,

2, 3) at the 5’- or 3’- terminus displayed different retention times (tR) for

the peaks of chimeric hydrolysis products. These tR values increased with

growing number of dimer blocks incorporated, indicating longer and longer

chimeric fragments. It proves that the investigated nucleases (P1 nuclease,

SV PDE, BS PDE) could not hydrolyse the unnatural phosphodiester bond

between the 3’-OH of thymidine and the terminal OH of N-(2-

hydroxyethyl)glycine PNA backbone.

Potential applications

Our results suggest that coupling of FdU or other nucleosides to the 3’-

terminus of P-thio antisense oligonucleotides by normal phosphodiester

bonds leads to formation of more effective antitumor or antiviral agents.

Incorporation of our PNA-DNA dimer synthons into the 5’- or 3’-terminus

of different antisense oligonucleotides can significantly increase their

resistance to exonucleolytic cleavages.
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